
The intelligent sensor fork.



1. Higher level of safety: 
For staff and goods

2. Reduced costs: 
Through less damage to 
goods and packaging

3. Better ergonomics:  
Full visibility without un-
comfortable rotation of the 
head and the upper body

4. Save time:  
Through safe navigation 
when transporting goods 
and faster workflows

5. Easy handling: 
Intelligent sensor integrated 
in the forks makes your 
work easier
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reasons to use the SmartFork® in your logistics:

These are commercial representations of 
principles that do not form a contractual basis 
or guarantee services. As an assistance system, 
SmartFork® does not release you from due 
diligence and personal responsibility during the 
assignment.



The SmartFork® sensors
Each SmartFork® sensor is clever. 
But only in combination they form an intelligent 
overall solution that guarantees more safety and 
efficiency. With the smart assistance system, your 
goods can safely be transported from A to B –  
without transport damage, but with forward visibility. 

Further advantages: 
SmartFork® can be installed on all available indus-
trial trucks, on request also with radio transmission.
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Intuition meets precision – in one tool, making work 
with a fork more efficient, more accurate and safer 
than ever before.



► Extension of your field of vision
► Sighting of carriers
► Safe loading
► Detecting obstacles when the load is picked up
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I spy with 

my little eye...!



Your smart solution: 



Accurate 

and Reliable!

► Easy and safe retraction in pallets
► Improved lifting of loads
► Both forks in the camera field of view
► Unique: Semi-integrated camera installation and cable routing in the fork
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Ihre smarte Lösung: 

Your solution: 

Optional:
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High up and 

everything under conrtol!

► Safe load absorption even in vast heights
► Safe recognition of transverse or longtudinal 

stored pallets 
► Up to three firmly defined pallets can 

be picked up and stored independently



Sighting, 

Drive off, score!

► Safe loading
► Precise sighting of pallets and loads
► Simple load pick-up in the high-bay warehouse
► Less damage to the transported goods

High up and 

everything under conrtol!

► Safe load absorption even in vast heights
► Safe recognition of transverse or longtudinal 

stored pallets 
► Up to three firmly defined pallets can 

be picked up and stored independently



Flexible and clever 

in every Situation!
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SmartFork® ManuTel
Camera

SmartFork® ManuTel
Laser

Optional:

your SmartFork  contact

► Ideal solution for goods and pallets
with different lengths

► Always ready for use with just a few
simple steps

► Smart Cable Management: 
SmartFork® components remain fully
operational with the extended fork blade

► Manual adjustable telescopic forks



your SmartFork  contact

BIANCA FROMMANN
Sales SmartFork®

Tel: +49 2736 / 4961-964

bianca.frommann@smartfork.com

TEAM



Our daily motivation and passion is the  
development of advanced solutions to  
improve your safety, precision and efficiency. 
By working together with you, we are  
constantly creating new solutions that make 
VETTER forks even better and perfect your 
work.

As a world leader in forks and No.1 manufac-
turer in Europe, we have the ability to manu-
facture forks individually with regard to form, 
design and quantity.

aDVANCED SOLUTIONS 

FOR YOU!

 Made in Germany.

WE ARE THERE FOR YOU. WORLD-WIDE!

E-Mail: info@smartfork.com 

Phone: +49 27 36 49 61  –  0. 

www.smartfork.com | www.gabelzinken.de 

VETTER Industrie GmbH
Carl-Benz-Strasse 45

57299 Burbach / Germany

To ensure that you are flexible and always one 
step ahead of the competition.

The VETTER solutions meet the highest  
demands on manufacturing quality, reliabili-
ty and longevity. Always with an eye towards  
safety during your everyday operations. 

Our passion for safety and precision is part and 
parcel of every VETTER fork. 

You can count on that.


